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Abstract Text: Objectives: The system dynamics of social encounters between warfighters/police officers and community members often make these encounters rapidly in ways that are complex and difficult to predict—or measure. High-level performance in these encounters requires naturalistic decision making, and tools such as cognitive task analysis tend to be expensive and time consuming. As a consequence, metrics used to develop policies, procedures, and training on performance in these high-risk/high-consequence encounters are often concept based and measured subjectively using ordinal measures. We address this gap by developing and testing a novel technique for rapidly prototyping interval-level metrics for measuring human performance at a granular level. Because, environmental variables strongly affect the likelihood of a desirable outcome in these encounters, we also used these novel techniques to develop situation-based difficulty metrics. They allow repeated exposure to scenario-based training that holds difficulty constant or varies it in a predictable direction. Methods: A novel pairing of two well-established research techniques, concept mapping and Thurstone scaling was used to develop measurement scales that substantially improve our ability to measure individual performance in dynamic encounters: a) a potentially deadly encounter, b) a routine police-citizen encounter, and c) an encounter with a person in crisis. Results: Metrics were successfully developed, tested and employed to score data from human subject experiments using both computerized deadly force judgment and decision making simulator scenarios and role-play training. They also have been successfully used to develop high-definition training scenarios and establish performance criteria, behavioral objectives, and training curricula that have been implemented and tested. Conclusions: The methodology described here offers a rapid, cost-effective, scientifically valid process for uncovering critical elements within the system dynamics of social encounters. This process allows for the predictable manipulation of training difficulty and weighted, interval-level performance objectives.
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